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Help With PET (2)

Try these examples of sentence rewriting (Writing part 1). Then check with the answer key 
and explanations.

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. Use no more than 
three words.

1. It isn't necessary to write both essays for tomorrow.

You …........................................................................ write both essays for tomorrow.

2. It's essential to register in advance.

You ….................................................................................................. in advance.

3. Which is your favourite rock group?

Which rock group do …....................................................................... most?

4. It's possible to do judo from 8pm to 10 pm.

You …................................................................................ judo from 8pm to 10pm.

5. My parents got married in 1968.

My parents …................................................. since 1968.

6. There are two swimming pools in the hotel.

The hotel …...................................................................................... two swimming pools.

7. It's colder today than yesterday.

It's not …................................................................................. today as yesterday.

8. I advise you to do more exercise.

You …........................................................................................ more exercise.

9. I've never seen a better film than this.

This is …..................................................................... I've ever seen.

10. I bought this laptop six months ago.

I ….......................................................................... this laptop for six months.
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Answer Key and Explanations

1. You don't have to / don't need to / needn't write both essays for tomorrow.

Don't have to, don't need to, and needn't are all used to express the idea that something is 
not necessary or obligatory

2. You must / have to / need to register in advance.

Must and have to both express the idea of a strong obligation  and need to the idea of 
necessity.

     3. Which rock group do you like most?

Your favourite is the thing you like most.

4. You can do judo from 8pm to 10pm.

If something is possible it means you can do it.

5. My parents have been married since 1968.

get married is an action (sposarsi) They got married in 1968 = si sono sposati nel 1968
be married is a state (essere sposato). We use the present perfect to indicate the 
duration of a present state. The present perfect of be is have been. They have been 
married since 1968 = sono sposati dal 1968.

6. The hotel has / has got /'s got two swimming pools.

We can often express the same idea with There is/are (C'è, ci sono) and have or have 
got (avere).

7. It's not as warm / hot today as yesterday.

colder is a comparative (= più freddo). not as (adjective) as is used to express a 
negative comparison (non tanto ….. quanto or non ….. come)

8. You should do / ought to do more exercise.

Both should do and ought to do are commonly used to give advice.

9. This is the best film I've ever seen.

Better is the comparative form of good, best is the superlative. If I have never seen a 
better film than this (non ho mai visto un film più bello di questo) then this is the best 
film I have ever seen (Il film più bello che io abbia mai visto)
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10. I have had this laptop for six months.

I bought …... six months ago  = Ho comprato   …. sei mesi fa. This is a finished action

I have had ….. for six months  = Ho …... da sei mesi. This is a present state.

Remember that English uses the present perfect in these situations, while Italian uses the 
presente


